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Summer in Japan
Higher humidity and temperatures are always excellent reasons to head either to the
coast or higher altitudes. Japan, with a 30,000km coastline encompassing one of the most
mountainous countries on earth, is not short of interesting and enticing destinations
for summer vacations.
Walk Japan's Hokkaido Hike and Summer Nakasendo Way tours both visit Japan's alpine
regions. The former takes us to the vast landscapes of Japan's most northerly island,
where snow can remain well into the summer, while the latter leads us along the ancient
and historical Nakasendo Way where it passes through the mountains of central Japan.
Meanwhile, our Yaeyama: Okinawa Voyage visits subtropical islands in Japan's far
south. Here the azure South China Sea is our backdrop as we explore mangroves, jungle,
deserted beaches and cays using sea kayaks, paddle boards and snorkels as well as our
own two feet in traditional Walk Japan style.
Contact us for further information about our summer tours.
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However, Japan's Tohoku and Hokkaido
regions also score highly for their winter
scenery and, in recent years, we have
been exploring them as we develop two
new snow trekking tours for Winter
2016/17.
We travelled through Tohoku to the very
north of Japan's main island and beyond
to Hokkaido's east coast. On snow shoes
we explored landscapes left by volcanic
explosions both prehistoric and recent,
visited elegant temples while recalling the
exquisitely beautiful yet sparse words of
Japan's most famous poet Basho, and
every night luxuriated in onsen thermal
hot spring baths. We also trekked through
the unusual and ethereal juhyo snow
monsters, perhaps Tohoku's greatest
natural symbol of winter.
In Hokkaido, we reached some of the

days on foot and local trains lead us along
the Tokaido’s best remaining sections to
now littleknown places seemingly
forgotten since their heyday well over 140
years ago.
Woodblock artist Ando Hiroshige’s (1797
1868) most famous work, The FiftyThree
Stages of the Tokaido, is our historical
visual companion. Hiroshige’s depictions
of the old road contributed greatly to
making the Tokaido a popular route in the
mid19th Century and cemented its iconic
status in Japan’s modern mythology. It is
still possible to match the scenery today
with Ando’s prints, which also featured

meibutsu famous food delicacies. So good
are they that many meibutsu are still
created to this day and we have ample
opportunity to sample these on our travels
together. Photographs from our route
along the Tokaido are available here.
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Over the coming months we will be
providing details of these new tours. In
the meantime photos in
this gallery should whet your appetite.

spring baths. The maximum group size is
limited to eight persons. Single
accommodation provision is very limited.

Please contact Walk Japan for more
details and to book this tour.
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